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Update on Russian coal miner SUEK’s new USD bonds
Ulf Erlandsson (*)

In our “Notable fixed income fossil funding deals
2021” article, we put SUEK’s inaugural USD deal a
few weeks ahead of COP26, SUEK $3.375 09/26
(XS2384174228/ US78486MAA80, REGS/144a,
USD500mn, rated Ba2/BB) at the top spot.  The
bonds have already fallen to trade at around 91-
92 cents on the dollar, Figure 1, and on a spread
basis, widened to approximately z+385bp to be
compared to an issuance level of ms+248.5bp.
These are not updated number: currently Russia
5y CDS is trading at 800bps, if we reprice the SUEK
bonds to trade level with the sovereign, the
corresponding cash price would be around 78
cents on the dollar.

Given the recent invasion developments, we believe one should consider scenarios where
strengthened sanction regimes come into play, noting a non-zero probability that the issuer will
not be able to/not willing to pay coupons to international investors in the bond. Next coupon pay-
ment date is 15 March. Noting that the investor base in the USD denominated bonds was mostly
domestic (“Suek finds sanctuary in bond markets”, IFR, 10 Sep 2021), the question is if there could
even be situations where coupons are paid to domestic investors but not to international ones.

Investors who invested in the SUEK deal in September1 made a conscious choice to participate in
an inaugural (market-opening) deal for a key thermal coal exporter a few weeks prior to COP26,
and with what – in our opinion – is not to be considered a strong governance structure. Reviewing
what investors have exposure, we note that Fidelity has taken a considerable position of USD37mn
(7.4% of outstanding).2

In general, given the low general appetite for thermal coal deals in the global fixed income
community, we would expect the deals that do to come out to come from parties that generally
score lower on Governance factors. We opine that the SUEK deal well illustrates how such deals
and such correlations can be fraught with real financial risks for end-investors.

1 Refer to “Banking on coal: SUEK bond review”, AFII, 2 Sep 2021, and “SEUK calls force majeure: bank and
investor implications”, AFII, 14 Oct 2021.
2 Data according to Bloomberg. We have previously discussed the manager in “Fidelity and the oil sands
pudding”, AFII, 26 July 2021.
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Figure 1. SUEK 3.375 09/26 USD bonds. Source:
Bloomberg.

https://anthropocenefii.org/afii-bond-market-climate#0ee9d281-aea9-4408-8e1e-6cc0cb78e78f
https://www.ifre.com/story/3041635/suek-finds-sanctuary-in-bond-markets-fpjjvgq9lp
https://anthropocenefii.org/afii-suek-bofa-citi-cmzb#f6af9cbc-c514-492a-a378-d436088c080a
https://anthropocenefii.org/afii-suek-bofa-citi-cmzb#cd4111b2-c8dd-4df7-bc03-497608a784a9
https://anthropocenefii.org/afii-fidelity-oil-pudding
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IMPORTANT DISCLAIMER:

This report is for information and educational purposes only. The Anthropocene Fixed Income
Institute (‘AFII’) does not provide tax, legal, investment or accounting advice. This report is not
intended to provide, and should not be relied on for, tax, legal, investment or accounting advice.
Nothing in this report is intended as investment advice, as an offer or solicitation of an offer to buy
or sell, or as a recommendation, endorsement, or sponsorship of any security, company, or fund.
AFII is not responsible for any investment decision made by you. You are responsible for your own
investment research and investment decisions. This report is not meant as a general guide to
investing, nor as a source of any specific investment recommendation. Unless attributed to others,
any opinions expressed are our current opinions only. Certain information presented may have
been provided by third parties. AFII believes that such third-party information is reliable, and has
checked public records to verify it wherever possible, but does not guarantee its accuracy,
timeliness or completeness; and it is subject to change without notice.

The Anthropocene Fixed Income Institute is a non-profit organization “to monitor, advocate for
and influence the impact of the fixed income and bond markets in the age of human induced
climate change.” For more information about the Institute, please visit wwww.anthropocenefii.org
or follow us using the hashtag #anthropocenefii.


